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Abstract  

In this paper the task of parsing arithmetic parenthesis-free expressions parsing is investigated with special 
emphasis on their using in software education. As a kind of authentic problem from the areas of text 
processing and data structures, the task of recursive descent parser construction illustrates basic concepts 
of syntactic analysis and code execution. It is complex enough for explanation of parsing methods; it may 
be considered as an example of software characterized by the complexity of its logical structure. At the 
same time this task is still manageable to meet the academic requirements. In this paper we show how to 
introduce a synterm concept and describe an approach to lexer construction. We highlight parser source 
code constructions implementing grammar rules in a way that programming control structures match syntax 
diagram structures. Graphic formalisms are used to represent the source code structure independently of 
both an implementation language and a software paradigm. A variant of an object-oriented solution can 
serve as an example of relatively complicated entity relationship structure what makes it suitable for 
classroom discussion. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
As far as 1980 Shneiderman introduced basic types of software complexity which include 

complexity of logical, structural and psychological nature [1]. Logical complexity relates to 
numerous conditional statements and unobvious relationships between these statements. One of 
the logical complexity consequences is that it is impossible or at least unevident to prove software 
program correctness in most practical cases. Using visual models and representations is one of 
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known ways to decrease software logical complexity. 

Being one of typical processes in software design and compiler theory, text processing remains 
an important part of various data manipulations. Text processing algorithms encompass a 
considerable domain in information systems whether it concerns formatted texts based on 
structured representations (e.g. XML) or less structured narrative texts. In computer science 
education the task of building text parsers is used not only while teaching translating systems 
but also while teaching programming and software engineering courses. The problem of parsing 
an arithmetic or logic expression is far from having even a gloss of novelty [2]. Parsing 
expressions defined by a recursive context-free grammar is a kind of authentic problem 
illustrating basic concepts of lexical and syntactic analysis and code execution and to discover 
and test lexical and syntactic algorithms. The task is complex enough to examine parsing 
methods without risk to lose significant details related to types of software with essential logical 
complexity. At the same time it is suitable to correspond with the academic needs. That’s why the 
task of arithmetic expression processing is often used to expain language grammars [3], recursive 
data structures [4] as well as algorithms of automated syntactic analysis [5]. It may even serve as 
a simple model of a computational system [6] which allows meeting most intrinsic problems that 
developers face when they work with more complex languages. Another area where an 
importance of factored functions processing couldn’t be overestimated is multi-level logic 
synthesis, where factored expressions are usually obtained as an output of minimization and 
factorization procedures [7]. 

Constructing an expression parser can be used as an example of relatively complex component 
of a framework where precise and efficient formal parsers are combined with partially structured 
natural language parsers [8]. Thus, the task of constructing an arithmetic expression parser and 
expression executor is definitely multi-aspect, and its solution requires using a variety of 
fundamental concepts of informatics and programming.  

In every programming course students learn the concept of syntax-oriented translation [9]. It is 
commonly known that text processing usually includes two relatively independent procedures: 
lexical analysis (tokenizing) and syntactic analysis (parsing). Decomposing the process to these 
stages significantly decreases the complexity of program code translation. In recent decades 
understanding of lexical, syntactic analysis and code generation as consequent or collaborating 
procedures is shifted to the component centered model (and further – to the service oriented 
model). Based on their functions compiler components provide interfaces to an external developer 
framework and give tools for such services as keyword highlighting, source code line partial 
parsing, debugging, etc. Nevertheless, from the point of view of the educational methodology, 
learning lexer and parser components as consequent and cooperating procedures facilitates 
adopting the study material to the academic needs. 

The task of expression parsing (as a simplified compiler-like problem) may be used to illustrate 
not only programming techniques and data structures, but software engineering principles as 
well. Following Sommerville’s definition from [10] there are the following software engineering 
principles (listed here with brief description of their relation to the area of compiler construction 
and learning): 

 Strictness and formality. Correctness is critical.   Solutions are based on theories: 
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compiling, formal grammars, languages, automata theory, data typing. 
 Task decomposition. The analysis include own compiler components,   user interface 

components, profiling tools. 
 Modularity. The main models to be investigated are the following: lexical analyzer, 

parser, code generation component, etc. 
 Abstraction. There is a space to introduce concepts of abstract syntax as well as abstract 

computation models and virtual machines. 
 Changeability. In compiler development changeability is critical due to the hardware 

and language standard changes. 
 Generality. The intermediate code for platform independence can serve as an example of 

how compiler construction corresponds to the generality principle. 
 Incrementality. Incrementality deals with aspects of versioning, code optimization and 

library changes. 

We consider this paper to be a continuation of the discourse on programming teaching 
presented in [11] with paying attention to more complex examples of code construction which 
refer not only to classroom situations but to the engineering practices as well. 

II. THE TASK: DEFINING AN EXPRESSION GRAMMAR 
The syntax of a parenthesis-free expression may be defined by a context-free grammar 퐸 =

(푉 ,푉 ,푃, 푆)  where 푉  is a finite set of nonterminal symbols, 푉  is a finite set of terminal symbols, 
푆 is a start symbol, and 푃 is a finite set of the grammar production rules. The first group of rules 
is to be used during the syntactic analysis stage: 

S ::= <expression> ";" 
<expression> ::= <item> 
<expression> ::= <item>{"+"|"-"}<expression> 
<item> ::= <factor> 
<item> ::= <factor>{"*"|"/"}<item> 
<factor> ::= <identifier> 
<factor> ::= <dec-const> 
<factor> ::= "("<expression>")" 
 

The second group is to be used by a lexer: 

<identifier> ::=   <letter>[<letter>|<dec-digit>]... 
<dec-const> ::= [<dec-digit>]... 
<letter> ::=   {'_'|'A'|'B'|...|'Z'|'a'|'b'|...|'z'} 
<dec-digit> ::= {'0'|'1'|'2'|'3'|'4'|'5'|'6'|'7'|'8'|'9'} 
 

Syntax diagrams for the nonterminal symbol <expression> (as well as for other nonterminals) 
which are equivalent to the described production rules are shown in Figure 1. 

As we can see, we defined a right-recursive grammar, hence it is possible to construct a 
recursive descent parser. To students’ attention one should mention here that, principally, a left-
recursive grammar would fit the task better, since it produces right execution order for non-
symmetrical operations like subtraction or division. However a left-recursive grammar cannot be 
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processed by a recursive descent parser (but may be transformed to an equivalent grammar with 
no left recursive rules [12]): the recursive non-terminal function call precedes the operation 
processing. So we use an alternative approach: right-recursive rules are used in combination with 
reading tokens in reverse order. In this case the only rule affected by such a reversion is the rule 
for parentheses embraced nested expression – a right parenthesis is discovered prior to a left one. 

 
FIGURE 1:  EXPRESSION GRAMMAR RULES. 

III. CONSTRUCTING AN EXPRESSION PARSER: THE OLD TASK REVISITED 
In the domain of compiler and programming education much attention is paid to problems of 

discovering simple but authentic models which might be perceivable by learners but doesn’t go 
against generality too much [13, 14, 15]. Thus, the old task of constructing an expression parser 
can still serve as a good example to be used in order to introduce lexical and syntactic analysis 
data models and type control structures coordinated with representing of the parsing process 
stages visually. 

A. Lexical Parser Information Model and Bitwise Operations 

The first problem we solve while constructing a lexical parser is how to recognize whether the 
input symbol does correspond to a set of symbols used in the common lexical context (e.g. sets of 
letters, digits, operators, punctuation signs, etc.). Hereafter we use the term “synterm” for such 
kind of sets. The solution isn’t as obvious as it’s usually believed. As far as 1976 Wirth described 
using sets and set operations in order to recognize synterms [16]. Manipulations with set 
abstractions fit most common cases (especially if synterms correspond to contiguous ranges like 
letters from 'A' to 'V' or digits from '0' to '9', etc.). However, if we consider more complex 
input languages (with paying attention to performance issues), set operations may be time-
consuming. That’s why we propose a more general approach making possible to deal with various 
and irregular combinations of symbols used in the similar lexical context. 

In fact, synterms correspond to the grammar symbols defined directly by using grammar 
terminals. For a set of synterms consisting of only one symbol we use the term of single-character 
synterm, otherwise we designate the respective set as a multi-character synterm. Some synterms 
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correspond to intersecting sets of symbols. Hereafter we mentioned them as intersecting 
synterms. In our example the intersecting multi-character synterms are the following: 

 “Letter or decimal digit” (LD10) corresponding to symbols that are allowed to be used 
while constructing identifiers; 

 “Decimal digit” (D10) corresponding to symbols used while constructing decimal literal 
values. 

For a case of more complex input grammars there may be more intersecting synterms, for 
example, hexadecimal digits, letters, symbols used as numeric prefixes (like 'O', 'X'), etc. 
Operator symbols (like '+' or '–'), parentheses, and a semicolon are examples of single-
character synterms which are non-intersecting for the input grammar E.  

Formally, a finite set of synterms 푆  is a finite set of all subsets of 푉 . In the real world 
reasonably less multi-character synterms are required. For example, even to create a C++ code 
syntax analyzer, there is nothing more than about two dozen of them. Thus, for the required set 
of synterms 푆 :푆 ⊆ 푆 , |푆 | ≪ |푆 |. 

Now lets us classify nonterminals of the grammar E in two groups: 

 A finite set of nonterminals 푉  defined by using synterms directly, i.e. 푉 ⊆ 푉 , such as 
푉 ∷= 푃 (푉 ), 푉 ⊆ 푆  where 푃 (푉 ) means that the symbol 푉  is in the right part of the 
production rule 푃 , where 푃 ⊆ 푃. 

 Single characters which are finite sets 푆  from 푆 , such as 푆 = 1. 

These two groups form a finite set of token types that a lexer recognizes. The solution 
corresponds to a lexer/parser cooperation model when a lexer is considered to be a separate 
component producing tokens which are further accepted by a parser, unlike to a scannerless 
model where tokenization and parsing are performed in a single step. Thus, for the grammar E 
this set of tokens includes nonterminals <identifier> and <dec-const>, and a set of single 
character tokens like ';', '+', '–', '*', '/', '(', ')'. 

This formal model may be implemented by using specially defined synterm values. Particularly, 
in C++ the set of token types can be defined by using enumeration constants initialized explicitly 
(see Listing 1). Let us note that for the intersecting synterms binary representation codes with 
only one on-bit are used. The fragment in Listing 1 is suitable for the example limited by the 
expression grammar defined in section II. However let us note that the code is written in a 
manner to be easily adopted to “general” cases requiring additional synterm type constants. 

The ONLY mark (which sets the highest synterm value bit to 1) is used to differentiate between 
single-character synterms and combined synterms. The latter are computed by using bitwise 
logical disjunctions of synterm values. The C++ language Synterm class serves as an example of 
both single-character and combined synterm definitions (see Listing 2). 
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LISTING 1:  SYNTERM TYPES. 
enum SyntermTypes 
{ 
  // Intersecting synterms 
  // In regards to identifiers: 
  LAT  = 0x0001,  // LATin letter 
  LD10 = 0x0002,  // Latin or decimal Digit 
 
  // In regards to numeric constants: 
  D10  = 0x0010,  // Digit_10 : decimal digit 
  D0   = 0x0040,  // Digit 0 
  D1   = 0x0080,  // Digit 1 
 
  // In regards to non-intersecting  
  //  single character synterms: 
  NOALP = 0x0000, // NOn-ALPhabetic :  
                  //  out of language set 
  ONLY  = 0x8000, // ONLY :  
                  //  non-intersecting synterm mark 
  BLANK   = (ONLY | ' '),  // BLANK character 
                           //  (space) 
  LF      = (ONLY | '\n'), // Line Finish 
  LPARENT = (ONLY | '('),  // Left PARENThesis 
  RPARENT = (ONLY | ')'),  // Right PARENThesis 
  NIL     = (ONLY | '\0') 
 
  // Also used without special 
  //  named constant definition: 
  // add       ONLY | '+' 
  // substract ONLY | '-' 
  // multiply  ONLY | '*' 
  // divide    ONLY | '/' 
 
  // semicolon ONLY | ';' 
}; 
 
/* 
 * Synterms masks (bit patterns) 
 * used to recognize intersecting synterms 
 */ 
enum SyntermMasks 
{ 
  MASK_NONE = 0xFFFF, 
  MASK_LAT  = (ONLY | LAT), 
  MASK_LD10 = (ONLY | LD10), 
  MASK_D10  = (ONLY | D10), 
  MASK_D0   = (ONLY | D0), 
  MASK_D1   = (ONLY | D1) 
}; 

LISTING 2:  SYNTERM CLASS. 
/* 
 * synterm.h (continuation) 
 */ 
typedef unsigned int TSynterm; 
 
class Synterm 
{ 
  static TSynterm syntermTable[256]; 
public: 
  static TSynterm getSynterm( char ch ) 
  { 
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    return syntermTable[ ch ]; 
  } 
}; 
 
/* 
 * synterm.cpp 
 */ 
 
#include "synterm.h" 
 
// Synterm table (fragments) 
TSynterm Synterm::syntermTable[256] = 
{ 
  // Control symbols (no graphical form) 
  /* ..0  0x00  ^@  NUL */   NIL, 
  /* ..1  0x01  ^A  SOH */   BLANK, 
  /* ..2  0x02  ^B  STX */   BLANK, 
  /* ..3  0x03  ^C  ETX */   BLANK, 
  //... 
 
  // Symbols with graphical form 
  /* .32  0x20  ' '  */   BLANK, 
  /* .33  0x21  '!'  */   NOALP, 
  /* .34  0x22  '\"' */   NOALP, 
  /* .35  0x23  '#'  */   NOALP, 
  /* .36  0x24  '$'  */   NOALP, 
  /* .37  0x25  '%'  */   NOALP, 
  /* .38  0x26  '&'  */   NOALP, 
  /* .39  0x27  '\'' */   NOALP, 
   
  // Single-charachter synterms 
  /* .40  0x28  '('  */   LPARENT,  
  /* .41  0x29  ')'  */   RPARENT, 
  /* .42  0x2A  '*'  */   ONLY | '*', 
  /* .43  0x2B  '+'  */   ONLY | '+', 
  // ... 
     
  // Combined synterms 
  /* .48  0x30  '0'  */   D10  | LD10, 
  /* .49  0x31  '1'  */   D10  | LD10, 
  /* .50  0x32  '2'  */   D10  | LD10, 
  // ... 
  /* .57  0x39  '9'  */   D10  | LD10, 
     
  /* .58  0x3A  ':'  */   NOALP, 
  /* .59  0x3B  ';'  */   ONLY | ';', 
  /* .60  0x3C  '<'  */   NOALP, 
  /* .61  0x3D  '='  */   NOALP, 
  /* .62  0x3E  '>'  */   NOALP, 
  /* .63  0x3F  '?'  */   NOALP, 
  /* .64  0x40  '@'  */   NOALP, 
  /* .65  0x41  'A'  */   LAT  | LD10, 
  /* .66  0x42  'B'  */   LAT  | LD10, 
  // ... 
  /* .90  0x5A  'Z'  */   LAT  | LD10, 
  /* .91  0x5B  '['  */   NOALP, 
  /* .92  0x5C  '\\' */   NOALP, 
  /* .93  0x5D  ']'  */   NOALP, 
  /* .94  0x5E  '^'  */   NOALP, 
  /* .95  0x5F  '_'  */   LAT  | LD10, 
  /* .96  0x60  '`'  */   NOALP, 
  /* .97  0x61  'a'  */   LAT  | LD10, 
  /* .98  0x62  'b'  */   LAT  | LD10, 
  // ... 
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  /* 122  0x7A  'z'  */   LAT  | LD10, 
  // ... 
  /* 255  0xFF  ' '  */   NOALP 
}; 
 

Combined synterm composition and recognition is explained in graphics in Figure 2 (by 
example of the Latin symbol 'A'). Note how the ONLY mark used in MASK_LAT allows 
differentiating between single-character synterms and the intersecting combined synterms. If a 
single-character synterm even has an on-bit which is the same that the on-bit of LAT synterm, the 
result of bitwise 'and' operation isn’t equal to LAT since the ONLY bit isn’t masked in this case (as 
you see by the example of the synterm RPARENT recognition). 

Saying formally, the described model “inverts” the well known data structure where a finite set 
is represented by a binary vector [17]: binary synterm codes are used to be associated to symbol, 
so as to describe that a certain symbol belongs to a certain synterm. The information retrieval 
experts may find here an analogy with inverted indices used in document similarity and 
relatedness evaluation.  

Litera type provides some syntactic sugar to deal with synterms while implementing lexer 
classes (see Listing 3). In Listing 3 the condition() method is a language level implementation 
of the process shown in Figure 2. 

 
FIGURE 2:  SYNTERM RECOGNITION. 

LISTING 3:  LITERA. 
/* 
 * litera.h 
 */ 
  
#include "synterm.h" 
 
struct Litera 
{ 
  char value; 
  TSynterm synterm; 
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  void set( char val ) 
  { 
    value = val; 
    synterm = Synterm::getSynterm( val ); 
  } 
 
  bool condition( TSynterm check, TSynterm mask=MASK_NONE ) const 
  { 
    return (synterm & mask) == check; 
  } 
 
  bool isLAT() const 
  { 
    return condition( LAT, MASK_LAT ); 
  } 
  
  bool isD10() const 
  { 
    return condition( D10, MASK_D10 ); 
  } 
   
  bool isLD10() const 
  { 
    return condition( LD10, MASK_LD10 ); 
  } 
 
  bool isNil() const 
  { 
    return condition( NIL ); 
  } 
  
  bool isOnly() const 
  { 
    return condition( ONLY, ONLY ); 
  } 
}; 
 

Now let’s summarize what have been explained before. Extracted tokens are to be constructed 
with use of information about intersecting sets of symbols used in the common lexical context. A 
synterm concept is introduced. Combined synterms are computed with using bitwise operations 
on binary values. Table of synterms is used while scanning input symbols. The method we use in 
order to code and to recognize synterms got from the input stream decreases number of 
conditions to be checked during lexical analysis and simplifies operations used in conditional 
statements. The model is extensible and configurable to fit more complex languages. 

B. Lexer Structure and Finite State Machines 

After all the synterms and synterm bitwise operations are defined, we are ready to discuss the 
lexer structure. Figure 3 illustrates the process of scanning an arithmetic expression with 
constructing identifiers, decimal literals and single-character tokens. We use a graphical notation 
inspired by the software development visual formalism introduced in [18] to represent lexer 
structure. The essentials of the class hierarchy representing token types recognized by the lexer 
are represented in Listing 4.  

Token builders implement methods the lexer calls while constructing multi-character tokens. 
Token recognition problem is a suitable area to introduce a concept of a finite state machine 
(FSM) as Figure 4 shows.  
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Since the multi-character token construction has structural similarity for different tokens, 
there is a space to define a token builder abstract model. Token builder interface includes three 
basic operations at least: 

 
FIGURE 3:  LEXER STRUCTURE. 

 
FIGURE 4:  IDENTIFIER FSM STATECHART. 

 
 lexFirst() method is being called when we have got the first token symbol; 
 lexNext() method is being called at every iteration while subsequent token characters 
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are being scanned; 
 lexFinish() method completes the token construction and returns the token. 

The corresponding abstract class may be defined as Listing 5 illustrates. 

LISTING 4:  C++ TOKEN CLASS HIERARCHY. 
/* 
 * token.h 
 */ 
 
#include <sstream> 
#include <string> 
using namespace std; 
 
enum TokenType 
{  
  LT_NONE, LT_IDENT, LT_DECCONST, LT_OPERATION, LT_SINGLE 
}; 
 
enum OperationType 
{ 
  OP_PLUS, OP_MINUS, OP_MULT, OP_DIVIDE, OP_END 
}; 
 
class Token 
{ 
public: 
  TokenType type;  
  virtual string toString() const = 0; 
}; 
 
template <class TokenData> 
class BasicToken : public Token 
{ 
public: 
  TokenData value; 
  
  // General implementation may fits 
  // many token types 
  // (may be overridden) 
  virtual string toString() const 
  { 
    string buffer; 
    ostringstream os( buffer ); 
    os << value; 
    return os.str(); 
  } 
}; 
 
class Numeric : public BasicToken<int> 
{}; 
 
class Ident : public BasicToken<string> 
{}; 
class Operation :  
  public BasicToken<OperationType> 
{ 
public: 
  string toString() const 
  { 
    switch( value ) 
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    { 
    case OP_PLUS:  
      return string("+"); 
      break; 
      //... 
    case OP_MINUS:  
      return string("-"); 
      break; 
      //... 
    } 
  } 
}; 
 
class SingleCharacter : public BasicToken<char> 
{}; 
 
LISTING 5:  C++ ABSTRACT TOKEN BUILDER. 
/* 
 * lexbuild.h 
 */ 
  
class AbstractLexBuilder 
{ 
public: 
  virtual void lexFirst( char ) = 0; 
  virtual void lexNext( char ) = 0; 
  virtual Token *lexFinish() = 0;  
}; 
 

The identifier builder and the decimal literal builder have to implement the 
AbstractLexBuilder interface as we show in Appendix A (Listing 8) by the example of the 
identifier construction process which corresponds to the model in Figure 4. 

Thus, introducing the lexer structure gives space for a discussion about inheritance. A 
hierarchy of token classes sharing the common interface of Token class give space to the 
explanation of internal data representation particularities in derived classes Ident, Numeric, 
Operation, and SingleCharacter.  

Especially in C++, there is an illustration of combined usage of such concepts as template based 
parametric polymorphism (class BasicToken) and dynamic binding. 

The source code of Lexer class is presented in Appendix B (Listing 9). Since we are favor for 
literate programming ideas introduced by Knuth as far as 1984 [19], we believe the source code to 
be readable as is and skip additional explanations. 

C. Implementing Grammar  Rules: A Recursive Hierarchy 

Despite the fact that a classical FSM model implicitly assumes input forwarding at every 
transition, in the software implementation (which is not limited by FSM restrictions) it is more 
practical to have explicit separate lexer operations for getting an input symbol and forwarding to 
the next symbol from the input sequence. Let us illustrate the possible implementation of the 
hierarchy of functions used while parsing an expression. The functional structure corresponds 
strongly to syntax diagrams represented in Figure 1, namely: each grammar nonterminal 
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matches the (non-terminal) function. 

The C++ abstract parser definition together with the Polish notation container class is shown in 
Listing 6. 

LISTING 6:  ABSTRACT PARSER CLASS. 
/* 
 * parser.h 
 */ 
 
// Polish notation class 
class Polish 
{ 
protected: 
  vector<Token*> *body; 
 
public: 
  Polish (); 
  void put( Token* token ); 
  vector<Token*> *getVector (); 
}; 
 
// Parser class 
class Parser 
{ 
protected: 
  Polish polish; 
 
public: 
  virtual void parse() = 0; 
  virtual vector<Token*> *getResult() 
  { 
    return polish.getVector(); 
  } 
}; 
 

Now it’s time to implement a parser for the grammar defined in section 2. The C++ 
ReverseParser class (presented in Listing 7) contains methods corresponding to non-terminal 
functions for the expression grammar E production rules. To illustrate the idea it is enough to 
expose the parse() and expression() method definitions. 

LISTING 7:  PARSER CLASS (FRAGMENT). 
/* 
 * reverseparser.h 
 */ 
 
#include "parser.h" 
 
class ReverseParser : public Parser 
{ 
  Lexer lexer; 
 
  void expression(); 
  void item(); 
  void factor(); 
 
public: 
  ReverseParser( char *inputString, IdTable *idTable ) :  
    lexer( inputString, idTable ){} 
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  void parse(); 
}; 
 
/* 
 * reverseparser.cpp 
 */ 
 
#include "reverseparser.h" 
 
void ReverseParser::parse() 
{ 
  lexer.initReverse(); 
 
  expression(); 
 
  Token *token = lexer.get(); 
  Operation *current = dynamic_cast<Operation*>(token); 
  if( token->type==LT_OPERATION && current->value==OP_END ) 
  { 
    polish.put(token); 
    return; 
  } 
  throw ParserException(); 
} 
 
void ReverseParser::expression() 
{ 
  item(); 
 
  Token *token = lexer.get(); 
  switch( token->type ) 
  { 
  case LT_OPERATION: 
    Operation *current = dynamic_cast<Operation*>(token); 
    switch( current->value ) 
    { 
    case OP_PLUS: 
    case OP_MINUS: 
      lexer.next(); 
      expression(); 
      polish.put(token); 
      break; 
    } 
  } 
} 
 

Extensible and pure object-oriented model with use of dynamic casts may have performance 
drawbacks if there are many runtime type conversions. An instructor may introduce here a more 
efficient choice based on multiple dispatch and type switching [20, 21, 22].  

To sum up, we obtain a recursive parser structure similar to the model introduced by Gries in 
[3], but implemented in object-oriented style. Figure 6 represents the recursive parser structure 
in a whole. Dashed lines correspond to the recursive method calls. Students are welcome to 
discover evident similarity between the program structure and grammar diagrams, so we can 
name the code constructed in such a manner as a source code based grammar definition. Note 
that the actions which relate to the operations on reverse Polish notation are in fact parts of code 
generation component (we show them grayed in Figure 5). 
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D. Expression Computation and a Concept of Computational Stack 

After we get a polish notation representation, we are able to introduce the computation 
procedure and a concept of computation stack. Let us note that at this point there is also a bridge 
to a syntax tree representation of the scanned expression. 

E. Assembling a Jigsaw Puzzle 

Figure 6 represents the system architecture of our solution. As it is mentioned in [23], one of 
difficulties in learning inheritance and polymorphism concepts is that students doesn’t 
understand well class hierarchies and their role in inheritance, so the practically oriented 
example may help learners in accepting inheritance ideas and commonness, but also in analysis 
of inheritance based type control drawbacks and limitations. 

 
FIGURE 5:  EXPRESSION RECURSIVE PARSER. 
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FIGURE 6:  EXPRESSION PARSER SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The paper introduces the problem of parenthesis-free arithmetic expression parsing and 

computation as a type of end-to-end task which encompasses some important models and 
formalisms of computer science and programming. Table I summarizes this information. 

The solution requires a combination of computer science concepts and programming techniques 
and mechanisms presentable within the framework of one problem. The problem is simple 
enough to meet the needs of an academic course, at the same time it has logical and structural 
complexity. 

We believe that due to visual representations used at every step the solution complexity 
decreases; thereby students are expected to be capable to create a clear mental model of the 
software structure as well as of its execution. Following Milne and Rowe (see [13]), absence of 
such a mental model is fairly considered as one of usual difficulties in learning programming. 

Another aspect that we tried to illustrate in this paper is bridging the gap between content 
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concepts (e.g. data structures) and process concepts (e.g. “grammar driven” recursive 
computation) [24].  

As a matter of things, this article may seems to be a collection of lecture notes for several 
lecture hours of a practical course on programming. It is so. Furthermore, a sequence of multi-
aspect tasks presented in a way used in this material may be considered as a framework for a 
special problem-oriented course on software technology. 

TABLE I: PARENTHESIS-FREE EXPRESSION PARSING AS A MULTI-ASPECT TASK 

Solution stage Underlying 
models 

Programming 
language focus 

Visual models In-depth focus 

Requirement 
definition 

Recursive 
grammar 
 

Unit tests 
planning 

Syntactic 
diagrams 
 

Left- and right- 
recursive grammars, 
grammar 
transformation 

Synterm 
definition 

Sets, bitwise 
operations 
 

Enumerations, 
symbol tables 

Masked bitwise 
operations 

Adopting a synterm 
recognition 
model to more 
complex languages 

Lexical 
analysis 

Finite state 
machine, hash 
search 
 

Inheritance, 
dynamic 
binding, 
parametric 
polymorphism 
 

Visual 
formalisms, state 
charts, class 
diagrams 
 

Upcasting, 
downcasting, run 
time type 
information, regular 
expressions 

Syntactic 
analysis 

Recursive 
descent parser 
 

Recursive 
functions 
 

Syntax trees, 
class digrams 
 

Type switch, 
multiple dispatch 

Code 
generation 

Polish notation  Collections  Collection interfaces 

Computation 
(execution) 

Stack Stack 
operations 

 Stack 
implementations, 
transforming 
recursion to iteration 
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APPENDIX 
A. IdentBuilder implementation source code (C++) 

LISTING 8:  IDENTIFIER BUILDER C++ IMPLEMENTATION. 
/* 
 * lexbuild.h (continuation) 
 */ 
  
class IdentBuilder : public AbstractLexBuilder 
{ 
  static const int Ident_Size; 
  int ixLit; 
  int limit; 
  char value[ IDENT_SIZE ]; 
 
public: 
  IdentBuilder() 
  { 
    value[0]='\0'; 
  } 
 
  void lexFirst( char ); 
  void lexNext( char ); 
  Token *lexFinish();  
}; 
 
/* 
 * lexbuild.cpp 
 */ 
 
#include "lexbuild.h" 
 
const int IdentBuilder::Ident_Size = IDENT_SIZE; 
 
void IdentBuilder::lexFirst( char ch ) 
{ 
  ixLit = 0; 
  limit = Ident_Size; 
  value[0] = ch; 
} 
 
void IdentBuilder::lexNext( char ch ) 
{ 
  if( ixLit >= limit ) return;  
  ++ixLit; 
  
  value[ixLit] = ch; 
} 
 
Token *IdentBuilder::lexFinish() 
{ 
  ++ixLit; 
  value[ixLit] = '\0'; 
 
  Ident *ident = new Ident(); 
  ident->value = string( value ); 
  ident->type = LT_IDENT; 
 
  return ident; 
} 
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B. Lexer implementation source code (C++) 

LISTING 9:  LEXER CLASS AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION. 
/* 
 * lexer.h 
 */ 
 
#include <vector> 
using namespace std; 
 
#include "synterm.h" 
#include "litera.h" 
#include "lexbuild.h" 
#include "idtable.h" 
#include "token.h" 
 
class LexerException{}; 
 
class Lexer 
{ 
  char *inputString; 
  char *ptrInputString; 
 
  Token* currentToken; 
 
  vector<Token*> *input; 
  vector<Token*>::iterator itInput; 
  
  IdTable *idTable; 
 
  void readInputString(); 
  void addToken( Token* ); 
  TSynterm getlit(Litera&); 
  void ungetlit(); // may be needed for 
                   // some implementations 
 
public: 
  Lexer( char* inputString, IdTable *idTable ) 
  { 
    ptrInputString = this->inputString = inputString; 
    this->idTable = idTable; 
    input = new vector<Token*>; 
 
    readInputString(); 
 
    itInput = input->begin(); 
  } 
  
  void initStraight(); 
  void initReverse(); 
 
  vector<Token*> *getInputTokens(); 
 
  Token* get(); 
  Token* getAndNext(); 
  void unget(); 
  void next(); 
 
private: 
  void readInput(); 
}; 
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/* 
 * lexer.cpp 
 */ 
 
#include "lexer.h" 
 
TSynterm Lexer::getlit(Litera& litera) 
{ 
  litera.set( *ptrInputString ); 
  if( litera.synterm == NIL ) return NIL; 
 
  ++ptrInputString; 
  return litera.synterm; 
} 
 
void Lexer::ungetlit() 
{ 
  if( ptrInputString == inputString )  
    throw LexerException(); 
     
  --ptrInputString; 
} 
 
 
void Lexer::readInputString() 
{ 
  Litera litera; 
  for(;;) 
  { 
    if( getlit(litera) == NIL ) 
      throw LexerException(); 
  
    // Missing spaces 
    while( litera.synterm == BLANK ) 
    { 
      getlit( litera ); 
    } 
 
    if( litera.isNil()) throw 
      LexerException(); 
 
    if( litera.isLAT() ) 
    { 
      IdentBuilder *identBuilder = new IdentBuilder(); 
      identBuilder->lexFirst( litera.value ); 
      for(;;) 
      { 
        if( getlit(litera)==NIL )  
        { 
          break; 
        } 
        if( litera.isLD10() ) 
        { 
          identBuilder->lexNext( litera.value ); 
        } 
        else 
        { 
          ungetlit(); 
          break; 
        } 
      } 
      currentToken = identBuilder->lexFinish(); 
      addToken( currentToken ); 
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      delete identBuilder; 
      continue; 
    } 
    else if( litera.isD10() ) 
    { 
      DecConstBuilder *decBuilder = new DecConstBuilder(); 
      decBuilder->lexFirst( litera.value ); 
      for(;;) 
      { 
        if( getlit(litera)==NIL )  
        { 
          break; 
        } 
        if( litera.isD10() ) 
        { 
          decBuilder->lexNext( litera.value ); 
        } 
        else 
        { 
          ungetlit(); 
          break; 
        } 
      } 
      currentToken = decBuilder->lexFinish(); 
      addToken( currentToken ); 
      continue; 
    } 
    else if (litera.isOnly() ) 
    { 
      Operation *operToken = new Operation(); 
      switch(litera.synterm) 
      { 
        case ONLY | '+': 
          operToken->type = LT_OPERATION; 
          operToken->value = OP_PLUS; 
          addToken(operToken); 
          break; 
        case ONLY | '-': 
          operToken->type = LT_OPERATION; 
          operToken->value = OP_MINUS; 
          addToken(operToken); 
          break; 
        case ONLY | '*': 
          operToken->type = LT_OPERATION; 
          operToken->value = OP_MULT; 
          addToken(operToken); 
          break; 
        case ONLY | '/': 
          operToken->type = LT_OPERATION; 
          operToken->value = OP_DIVIDE; 
          addToken(operToken); 
          break; 
        case ONLY | ';': 
          operToken->type = LT_OPERATION; 
          operToken->value = OP_END; 
          addToken(operToken); 
          return;  
        } 
 
        if( operToken->type != LT_OPERATION ) 
        { 
          SingleCharacter *singleCharToken = new SingleCharacter(); 
          switch( litera.synterm ) 
          { 
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          case LPARENT: 
            singleCharToken->type = LT_SINGLE; 
            singleCharToken->value = '('; 
            addToken(singleCharToken); 
            break; 
          case RPARENT: 
            singleCharToken->type = LT_SINGLE; 
            singleCharToken->value = ')'; 
            addToken(singleCharToken); 
            break; 
          default: 
            throw LexerException(); 
          } 
       } 
    } 
    else throw LexerException(); 
  } 
} 
 
void Lexer::addToken( Token* token ) 
{ 
  input->push_back( token ); 
  if( token->type == LT_IDENT ) 
  { 
    idTable->add( token->toString().c_str()); 
  } 
} 
 
void Lexer::initStraight() 
{ 
  itInput = input->begin(); 
} 
 
void Lexer::initReverse() 
{ 
  int size = input->size()-1; 
  for (int i=0; i<size/2; i++ ) 
  { 
    Token* copy = (*input)[i]; 
    (*input)[i] = (*input)[size-1-i]; 
    (*input)[size-1-i]=copy; 
    } 
   itInput = input->begin(); 
} 
 
Token* Lexer::get() { return *itInput; } 
 
Token* Lexer::getAndNext() { return *itInput++; } 
 
void Lexer::unget() { itInput--; } 
 
void Lexer::next() { ++itInput; } 
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